
  

Front Range Colorado 

Golfbidder is Europe’s most successful retailer of used 
golf clubs, they have recently moved to a larger  

headquarters which is adjacent to Callaway.  

To encourage even more golfers to the new showroom, 

they have installed the world’s most accurate indoor golf 
technology. Already clients are finding using the GPS 

Platinum Golf Simulator, to be very rewarding,  

especially when they compare the clubs that interest 
them, with actual performance.  By using the club  

comparison feature golfers are making more informed 

choices, in regards to what golf clubs best suit their own 
swing.  Customer satisfaction is almost guaranteed,  

with the whole facility is proving to be a winner and  

Golfbidders reputation is rising even further. 

Front Range Indoor Golf & Tap has opened in Northern Colorado and is already popular with the golfing fraternity.  
They have installed two GPS Gold Simulators offering their members a wide variety of challenging golf courses, to play from 

around the world. Being Colorado the local courses are normally closed for several months, so Front Range offers a unique 

initial free round to all new golfers. A lot of members are bringing their own clubs whatever the weather, so that their game is 

being seriously honed. 

Golfbidder London 

Playing Golf England 

Southern England has been hit with serious  
flooding; some green keepers as in the image have 

been only able to inspect their courses by  

hovercraft. The companies own local golf course,  

has been shut for more days this winter, than in 
the previous 10 years put together. Resulting in 

the need for ourselves to get the course simulation 

complete, so at least we can 
play the golf course, even if 

no other club member is 

able to do so. When the next 
competitions commence we 

are likely to be at an unfair 

advantage, but that is life!    
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At the recent PGA Show in Orlando, Gloria one of 
the latest LPGA players on the tour from Puerto  

Rico, tested out the Sports Coach Golf Simulator, 

for an amazing three hours. Gloria challenged 

Sports Coach’s owner Andy Cole, to a one off  
challenge if she was able to get a hole in one at the 

12th hole at Abu Dhabi, she would get a free Golf 

Simulator. Well being a sportsman he took up the 
challenge and very nearly lost, Gloria had over 70 

shots within 3 foot on the pin and one shot literally 

hit the pin and rolled out some 6 inches.  
There was a huge sigh of relief and the mass crowd 

were more than impressed by the accuracy,  

as Gloria has a wonderful golf swing.  
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Manufacturer of Golf Simulators and GPS Architecture Developer 

Swalec is the main sponsor of Welsh Rugby supporting Welsh rugby from the local park to the Millennium Stadium, 
with naming of the Millennium Stadium and several competitions. To engage with rugby supporters and sponsors,  

Swalec commenced hiring the Sports / Rugby Simulator for home matches outside the Swalec Stadium. Hosting a Rugby 

Simulator Conversion Challenge, that is eagerly used by a large section of the supporters prior to matches. 

Sports Coach Developments 

The start of 2014 has seen a lot of Sports Simulator  
Developments, such as Goal Wall as shown. Goal Wall  

is based on a German Saturday night football game 

show, which is very popular in Germany, Austria and  

Switzerland.  With many leading football players  
competing with the public, the same functionality has 

been achieved in Goal Wall. Other developments  

include referees, umpires and lineman being added with 
full animation into the respective sports such as  

American Football, Australian Rules, Rugby League 

and Gaelic Football. Pitch advertising has been  
embedded into the Sports Simulator, so that the same 

imagery for each stadium matches those of the selected 

teams. 30 top Ice Hockey arenas have been created, 

along with 30 Basketball arenas, so in the next few weeks both sports will be added, on to the worlds most advanced  
HD Sports Simulator.  

Rugby Simulator Wales 

LPGA Simulator Testing 
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